
THE PUBLIC SOCIAL PARTNERSHIP with the City of 
Edinburgh Council has refocused capacity to provide 
support to NHS Lothian in order to ensure that 67 
care homes (residents and staff) were vaccinated 
against COVID-19. With considerable professionalism 
and enthusiasm the Community Transport partners 
are working with NHS Lothian, City of Edinburgh 
Council and the Edinburgh Health and Social Care 
Partnership to ensure nurses can visit those who 
are Homebound and unable to get to GP surgeries 
or centres for vaccination. 

It’s important  to remember that the Community 
Transport Partners supported the Overnight Home 
Care Service and the Vaccination Programme in 
severe weather conditions, often against the odds. 
The way that Community Transport partners worked 
closely with EHSCP, Communities and Families and 
NHS Lothian is a clear example of the willingness, 
flexibility and care provided to communities. 

In the fight against COVID-19 the Community Transport 
partners pulled together their resources to meet the 
challenges faced by the most vulnerable in the City. 
They created a flotilla of life changing/saving resources 
that continues to support nurses, care staff, vulnerable 
adults and children at a time when help was needed 
most – and they were there, just when they 
were needed.

EDINBURGH COMMUNITY TRANSPORT OPERATORS GROUP (ECTOG) 
COVID-19 RESPONSE REPORTEdinburgh’s Community Transport Operators’ Group 

(ECTOG) is an informal group of Edinburgh‘s main 
community transport operators independently 
chaired by EVOC (Edinburgh Voluntary Organisations’ 
Council). There are main 5 operaters involved:
- Dove Transport (The Dove Centre)
- Handicabs (HcL)
- Lothian Community Transport Services (LCTS)
- Pilton Equalities Project (PEP) 
- SEAG (South Edinburgh Amenities Group)

We continue to operate Alternative Dove until we can 
safely re-open our doors, but in the meantime have 
also been working with the City of Edinburgh Council 
and the NHS, transporting equipment and 
practitioners to deliver vaccines to older people. 

DOVE TRANSPORT is part of The Dove Centre, a social 
day centre which supports older people to remain as 
independent as they can be. We do this through a 
variety of socially inclusive activities, learning, meals 
and accessible transport. Dove Transport was formed 
in 2003 and provides accessible community transport 
to local community based charities. Pre-COVID we 
supplied buses and drivers to other day centres and 
not-for-profits, as well as transporting our own service 
users. Since we have had to close our doors to people 
coming into the Centre and our transport members 
have had to do the same, we decided to form 
ALTERNATIVE DOVE, providing all of our 
previous services, but in delivery form!

As of Christmas 2020 Alternative 
Dove has been running for 40 weeks 
and we’ve made and delivered:

3,446 hot, fresh, healthy & tasty meals

1,566 boredom-busting activity packs

1,444 yummy home baking treats

520 McMoo Pies

We’ve also made:

148 essential shopping trips for 
people in need

3,594 journeys to do all of this

1,918 support / check-in calls to 
our service users.

W: dovecentre.org F: dovecentre T: @TheDoveCentre

ECTOG brings together the work of these individual 
organisations, delivering the most effective transport 
solutions for the community/voluntary sector across 
the city. The members pursue common interests and 
standards and share knowledge/information to ensure 
city-wide equitable coverage based on localities. City 
of Edinburgh Council make an annual investment in 
the operators, helping them to provide affordable 
transport solutions for local people and voluntary/
charitable organisations, supporting those organisations 
to provide services for people in their communities.

ECTOG PARTNERS 2020/21

ECTOG is supported by: ECTOG is chaired by:

Frank Henderson
Citywide Services Manager (Transport) - City of Edinburgh Council

EVOC is a company limited by guarantee No. SC173582 & is a registered Scottish charity No. SC009944

http://www.dovecentre.org/
https://www.facebook.com/dovecentre
https://twitter.com/TheDoveCentre


HCL’S DIAL-A-RIDE service helps the elderly; people with disabilities, additional 
support needs or health issues that affect mobility; and those impacted by geographic 
remoteness that makes public transport very difficult or impossible to use. Our services 
are much more than just transportation - our drivers provide a door-through-door service, help-
ing passengers from inside their home, onto the vehicle and into their destination. 
At the heart of our services are our drivers, 25% of whom have been with the us for over 
20 years. They have a great rapport with passengers and a real commitment to making a 
difference. In fact every year drivers volunteer to work on Christmas Day so that 
passengers get to spend the day with loved ones. Even with the challenges of the 
pandemic this year we provided transport for 19 passengers on Christmas Day. 

‘All the drivers are amazing, my brother would be lost 
without this amazing charity. The service HcL provides to 
my wheelchair-bound brother is second to none.  Without 
them travel to hospital visits/outings would be unbearable.  
The staff are all amazing, caring, tentative and cheerful.’ 
Sharon Ainslie

A SPECIAL CELEBRATION
We are also committed to supporting projects in our community 
and have helped charities deliver food parcels and meals during 
the pandemic. This includes Tom from Tea Js in Armadale, who 
provided lunches for 80 local residents 6 days a week with HcL 
supporting with deliveries. We were also delighted to help Tom 
with a special request. When the Chicago-based daughter of Mrs 
Jean O’Neil reached out for help to make sure her Mum would 
have a cake for her 80th birthday, we were happy to play our 
part. Tom arranged a cake and our driver Mark delivered the cake 
(along with her lunch) on Jean’s special day. Mark and Tom both 
said it was lovely to be able to bring a smile to Jean’s face on 
her 80th birthday, especially under the circumstances. 

PRIORITISING PASSENGERS
Throughout the pandemic we have worked hard 
to be as operational as we can be while following 
Government guidelines. We introduced enhanced 
cleaning procedures and all our drivers wear 
masks - passengers are also required to do so 
(unless they have a medical exemption). Many 
of our passengers are vulnerable and have been 
shielding, so we took extra steps to offer them 
reassurance, working with the team at Wee Dog 
Media to create a short film to highlight the 
new procedures that prioritise passenger 
and driver safety. 

W: hcltransport.org.uk F: handicabs.org.uk T: @TransportHc

In addition to our transport services, we provide a range of training courses. This includes MiDAS and PAT’s training 
people for their D1 (minibus) test and other courses designed to help drivers, carers and organisations use transport 
to deliver their services in a safe, legal and efficient manner. Unfortunately, the majority of our training is really 
interactive and practical e.g. how to assist a wheelchair-user to safely board and get off a minibus (easy when you 
know how, but fraught with hidden dangers for the unwary). We spent a lot of time thinking about how we could 
move some of our training online using Zoom or Teams, but reluctantly came to the conclusion that for some 
things there’s simply no practical alternative to face-to-face. However, as the restrictions were relaxed during the 
latter part of the summer, we were able to re-introduce many of our courses, with appropriate safety measures, 
including significantly reducing delegate numbers as well as shortening some courses where possible. Reminding 
delegates to observe Social Distancing requirements, particularly during comfort breaks proved to be a regular 
challenge, and not being able to offer delegates a cup of tea or coffee during a course always felt a bit rude! We also 
found that wearing a face mask whilst doing your weekly shopping is relatively straightforward - having everyone 
wearing one on a training course is significantly more challenging and also a salutary lesson in how much we rely 
on body language to communicate effectively! On the upside, there were quite a few occasions where it was a real 
pleasure to deliver some courses outside - where the weather allowed!

LOTHIAN COMMUNITY TRANSPORT SERVICES has not only been working in partnership with 
ECTOG, the NHS and City of Edinburgh Council to support the vaccination programme roll-out, we’ve also 
been working hard to keep our other services running as normally as possible during the pandemic. However, 
things we’ve been doing routinely and successfully for many years have thrown up some real challenges!

ANOTHER LOCKDOWN 
Unfortunately the second lockdown 
has curtailed our training delivery 
again, but as soon as restrictions 
begin to lift and we head into spring 
with the possibility of a slow return 
to normality, we’re very much looking 
forward to welcoming everyone back 
on our courses. In the meantime, we 
promise to work through the backlog 
as soon as we possibly can…

W: lcts.org.uk T: @LCTS4

https://vimeo.com/442394379/c977fccfbf
https://www.hcltransport.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/handicabs.org.uk
https://twitter.com/TransportHc
https://www.lcts.org.uk/
https://twitter.com/LCTS4


SOUTH EDINBURGH AMENITIES GROUP (SEAG) 
was established in 1980 to help mainly vulnerable, older 
people combat loneliness and isolation by enabling 
them to get ‘Oot the Hoose’ and benefit from getting 
involved in local community activities. Since then, our 
minibuses have successfully provided a reliable and 
affordable service for thousands of passengers, who 
belong to a range of voluntary and third sector groups 
registered to use our service. Our door-to-door service 
accommodates wheelchair users. SEAG is a registered 
charity and our aim is to help people feel better by 
enabling them to connect with their communities.  

HERE’S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY...

‘The lifts on your buses are great because they 
let me get out and about in my wheelchair.’ 

‘I need the bus to collect me because I don’t live 
on a main bus route and I can’t walk very far.’

‘I would just look at 4 walls without the 
bus coming to get me out to my club.’

‘The community bus is great for me to 
get out especially in bad weather.’

‘We wouldn’t have a club without the help of 
community transport to help us get there.’

‘I would be in the house 7 days a week 
without the bus taking me to my club.’

‘The bus trip itself is a very sociable 
and entertaining part of the day.’

‘Our group would not exist without community transport.’

‘The bus gets you out amongst other people 
– avoids boredom and loneliness.’

During the past year COVID-19 safety measures have 
(correctly) prevented our vulnerable groups from 
meeting in their communities. This has had a drastic 
impact on SEAG, but we’ve rolled up our sleeves 
and got involved by providing transport: 
- For various food provision projects 
  delivering 26,000 meals across the City (so far)
- To help with the Home Care Overnight Service
- To support the COVID-19 vaccination programme

You can be assured that SEAG 
remains committed to help where 
we can and we look forward to 
resuming our regular service 
(whatever that looks like) as 
soon it’s safe to do so.

E: admin@seag.uk.net  
W: seag.uk.net

PILTON EQUALITIES PROJECT (PEP) started 
life as the Pilton Elderly Project in 1989. We currently 
provide essential services for older and vulnerable 
adults in North Edinburgh, supporting Mental Health, 
Community Transport and Daycare Services. Situated 
in the heart of the community in West Pilton, we 
operate a seven-day service including five local 
day-care clubs, a four-day Mental Health provision 
and a Weekend Resource for isolated individuals.  
As a community transport provider, we support 
many other local groups with their service provision 
and have provided accredited MiDAS (Minibus Driver 
Awareness Scheme) and Passenger Assistant training 
to affiliated groups. 

W: pepequalities.co.uk 
F: PiltonEqualitiesProject T: @Piltonequality

Over the last year, we have: 

Delivered over 114,000 cooked meals to 
local people experiencing food poverty

Distributed 8,940 meals to vulnerable 
people across Edinburgh

Sourced / sorted / delivered 
135 food parcels 

Sourced / prepared / delivered 1,200 
packed lunches for Drylaw Rainbow 
Daycare Centre

Created / distributed 220 activity 
packs for isolated over 65s 

Delivered 1,440 activity packs 
to our PEP group members

Distributed / shared PEP’s food resources 
to local and city-wide organisations

Made 3172 phone calls to socially 
isolated older people

Since January 2021, PEP has been 
involved in the delivery of PPE to 
vaccination centres, with a view to 
transporting nurses to administer 
the vaccine to homebound individuals. 
PEP will carry on providing all the 
support we can to the North West
Edinburgh community throughout 
these challenging times.

When the COVID-19 pandemic shut the doors of our 
clubs back in March 2020, we set out to serve our 
community by working with partner organisations and 
setting up the PEP Centre as a food distribution hub.

mailto:admin%40seag.uk.net?subject=
http://www.seag.uk.net/
https://pepequalities.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/PiltonEqualitiesProject
https://twitter.com/Piltonequality

